3.1 General Statement
The Wake Technical Community College Libraries support the mission of the College by providing a collection of educational resources for the students, faculty, and staff across all departments, programs, and campuses. These resources include books, ebooks, periodicals, audiovisual materials, and electronic resources. To ensure the collection remains relevant and useful, a system is in place for the acquisition, maintenance, and deselection of library resources.

3.2 Introduction to the Collection Development Guidelines
The collection development guidelines describe the processes and procedures involved in creating and maintaining the library collection, including the principles for selecting and weeding library materials. The guidelines are made available to staff, students, and faculty via the Library website.

The Collection Development Working Group reviews and updates the guidelines as needed. Final approval of guideline changes is made by the Campus Librarians and the Dean of Library Services.

3.3 Overview of the Collection
The primary subject areas collected by the college libraries are those that support the instructional and research activities of the WTCC community. The collections are designed to meet the needs of library users from a wide range of literacy and research skill levels. In addition to maintaining a collection of materials supporting the general education programs of the college, each library branch curates a collection designed to support the specialized subjects and vocational classes taught on their campus.

3.4 Copyright
The Wake Tech Libraries comply with all provisions of the U.S. Copyright Law (17 U.S.C.) and its amendments. The library supports the Fair Use section of the Copyright Law (17 U.S.C.§107) which permits and protects citizens' rights to reproduce and make use of copyrighted works for the purposes of teaching, scholarship, and research.

3.5 General Selection Criteria
The library purchases titles to support current academic and vocational programs as well as course assignments. Librarians will utilize all resources that help to select and verify high-quality items, including their own personal judgment based upon education, experience, and knowledge of a subject.

Acquisitions are based on the following selection criteria:

- Relevance to the curriculum
- Accreditation requirements
- Faculty recommendations/request
- Patron needs
- Authority, accuracy and currency
- Intended audience
- Professional status and reputation
- Licensing requirements
• Ease of use
• Cost/benefit analysis

Selection Aids. Books and other materials are selected based on reviews in professional journals and other authoritative sources including Choice Reviews Online, Resources for College Libraries, Booklist and New York Times Book Review. Other selection aids include publisher’s catalogs, bibliographies and subject-specific lists created by professional associations.

3.6 Collection Management

A. Formats we collect

The libraries normally purchase only one copy of each item selected. Multiple copies are purchased only when the need can be documented or projected. Materials are typically selected in English and at the relevant reading level of the associated curriculum. This includes materials selected for ESL and EFL programs. It is intended that the reference collection not only support the research needs of the curriculum, but also the general reference requirements of the student body, faculty and staff, as well as users from the surrounding community. A small collection of audiobooks is maintained to provide an audio option to the campus community, which includes many commuters.

Books – print, electronic, and audio

Serials, periodicals, newspapers – print and electronic

• Print periodicals are purchased to fulfill accreditation requirements
• Print periodicals are not purchased if an e-title is available
• Print periodicals are purchased when a suitable electronic version is not available or affordable
• Electronic access to books and periodicals is provided through library subscription databases and NC LIVE.

Selected state and local government documents

Audiovisuals – DVDs, streaming instructional video collections

B. What we do NOT collect

• Current textbooks and instructor manuals (instructors may place textbooks on reserve)
• Workbooks and lab manuals
• Games
• Photographs
• Maps
• Audio cassettes and vinyl records
• VHS videotapes
• Desk copies
• Microforms or microfiche
• CD-ROMs
C. Recreational reading

The library occasionally collects recreational reading materials in print and electronic form, including:

- Popular fiction and nonfiction
- Popular biographies
- Popular magazines, newspapers, and other periodicals

D. College Publications

The library receives course catalogs, meeting minutes, reports, and other documents published by Wake Tech and its committees. These documents are stored in the Wake Technical Community College Library Archives.

E. Languages and Translations

The library collects primarily English language materials. Occasionally the library collects foreign language studies and ESL materials to fulfill curriculum needs and satisfy student and faculty request. The library accepts gifts of foreign language fiction and non-fiction.

F. Gifts and donations

The library welcomes donations of books, DVDs, and other information media in good condition. Materials donated to the libraries become the property of Wake Technical Community College. Gift materials are accepted by the libraries with the understanding that the library will evaluate and retain items in the best interest of the libraries’ collection. Gift materials are evaluated on the same basis as purchased items. Limitations of space, processing costs, and physical conditions are other considerations in the decision to incorporate donated materials into the collections. Items not added to the collections may be sold, donated to other libraries or nonprofit organizations, shipped to state surplus, recycled, or destroyed in compliance with North Carolina Administrative Code 2C.0403. Upon request, a staff member will provide a completed donation form. If donors plan to use their donations as tax deductions, they may wish to have an outside authority evaluate each item’s worth and consult Internal Revenue Service documentation for guidelines. Library staff does not appraise gifts.

Individuals wishing to make a financial donation to supplement the college’s allocation for library collections, resources, and services are invited to contact the Director of the Wake Tech Foundation. Contributors should indicate their donations be designated for the library.

G. Lending agreements and consortia (CCLINC, NCLIVE, CRC)

Cooperative borrowing agreements have been established with other institutions to increase the information resources available to library users.

- CCLINC - CCLINC is a consortium of community college libraries in North Carolina that has a shared catalog with more than a million learning resources, making this library cooperative third in size among the libraries of publicly funded institutions of higher education in North Carolina. CCLINC institutions offer reciprocal borrowing policies for access to library
collection materials. Access to collections may be restricted to specific library user groups based on the policies of the owning library.

https://www.nccommunitycolleges.edu/library-services

- NCLIVE - NC LIVE provides content, products, services, professional development and technical support to North Carolina’s libraries.

Content includes an online collection of 1.4 billion full-text articles, eBooks, streaming videos, digitized newspapers, language learning tools, and more. Additionally, NC LIVE provides authentication, discovery and website services to libraries to improve access to information.

https://www.nclive.org/about

- CRC - Cooperating Raleigh Colleges is a nonprofit consortium that promotes collaboration among higher education institutions in Raleigh, NC and with the Wake County community. The CRC agreement establishes inter-Campus library use for students and faculty of member colleges.

http://crcraleighcolleges.org/courses/library_use/

H. Preservation, replacement, and duplication

When items become worn or damaged, library staff attempts to mend materials. When items become outdated or irrelevant, library staff reviews items to determine if they need to be replaced. The Collection Development Working Group is responsible for preservation and replacement.

Replacement of Materials

The library does not replace all withdrawn materials. Staff considers the following when making decisions regarding replacing items in the libraries’ collections:

- Number of copies available at Wake Tech and across the NC Community College System
- Coverage of the subject in the collection
- Circulation/usage
- Availability of replacement materials
- Availability of updated replacement materials
- Cost of materials

3.7 Collection Maintenance & Removal of Library Materials

Weeding is necessary to promote a collection strong in the subject areas it supports. Outdated, obsolete, worn and damaged materials detract from overall accessibility and use by patrons and can even foster dangerous misinformation in subjects such as health, law, science, and technology.

Guidelines for Weeding
• Superseded editions: newer editions of work are available or other more current materials covering the subject area are owned and the material is not a seminal text in its field.

• Usage: patron-driven weeding – older materials never checked out or not circulated in 5-10 years and not an authoritative work in its field.

• Duplication: multiple copies of a work not in demand

• Obsolescence: Outdated titles betraying a lack of current technology/knowledge or inaccurate titles. For example, drug guides or books like *3 Cups of Tea* or *A Million Little Pieces* that have been found to be not entirely factual.

• Physical Condition: Damaged, moldy, smelly, chewed, written in, spilled on, etc.

• Bad fit: Item or subject is no longer appropriate for the collection.

• Program Profiles: No longer supportive to WTCC curricula or at a higher or lower education level than needed.

• Accreditation: Materials no longer meet criteria of accrediting body.

• Technology: Materials on obsolete technology (VHS tapes, cassette tapes, etc.) that the library no longer owns the required playback equipment.

**Systematic Weeding**

Various program areas are weeded on an annual basis scheduled in tandem with accreditation committee visits. Materials are individually evaluated by library staff with invited input from program faculty.

Subject areas are also weeded on an ongoing basis by library staff while carrying out their daily duties and with invited input from department heads and faculty.

**Disposition of Weeded Materials**

Weeded materials originally purchased from State or federal funds must be disposed of by an approved method according to the State Board of Community Colleges for North Carolina (*1H SBCCC 400.2*). Wake Tech has contracted with a third-party book recycler to dispose of most weeded materials. Materials not wanted by the book recycler may be destroyed locally; given to a non-profit, tax-exempt organization (including college foundation); sent to State Surplus; or sold by Wake Tech at the discretion of the Dean of Library Services.

**3.8 Challenged Materials**

The library staff has the responsibility to provide materials and information to meet the needs of the college’s curricula and programs. Collection development is carried out under the guidance of established selection policies based upon the needs of the user groups, service objectives, collection specifications, and current selection needs. The Wake Tech Libraries support the American Library Association in its endorsement of both intellectual freedom and the freedom to read as stated in its Library Bill of Rights and the Freedom to Read Statement. The choice to use library materials is an
individual matter. While people may reject materials for personal use, no individual has the right to censor or restrict the freedom of others to read these materials. Requests to remove materials or resources from the library must be submitted in writing to the Dean of Library Services. The request will be reviewed to ensure that it provides full information about the nature of the complaint. All challenges will be reported to the Dean of Library Services.

3.9 Archives

The WTCC College Archives collects materials of permanent historical and/or cultural value generated by and for the administration, academic departments, faculty, staff, special programs, and student organizations. This includes artifacts, official records, correspondence, papers, and publications. Through its collections, the archives promote an awareness of the diverse history and culture of WTCC and our role in the community.

The WTCC College Archives was established as part of the Public Retention and Disposition Schedule adopted by the North Carolina State Board of Community Colleges. For a comprehensive list of all policies regarding the Public Retention and Disposition Schedule, see the North Carolina Government Records Branch website at: